- Vila Real de Santo António -

WE ARE HIRING!
GRAND HOUSE ALGARVE

Receptionist needed!
You have parents who have brought you up to be a stable and well-educated being.
Parents who have shown you that you are not the centre of the world and that ego,
indeed, is not everything but teamwork is very important.
You are part of a generation that doesn’t immediately feel offended when being criticized.
On the contrary, you like to take note of another opinion or solution
because it helps you to become better in your job.
You enjoy customer service because friendliness is simply part of your personality,
and not because after all, it’s the guests who pay your salary.
You don’t need a month off in the next five weeks because you first have to find yourself (or your mother),
you can read the clock, you don’t have to write a WhatsApp every three minutes,
you know the basic arithmetic and have decent organisation and communication skills,
you can communicate in Portuguese and English or Spanish or French,
the use of a deodorant and a washing machine is not alien to you,
you can imagine working at least 5 days a week without suffering from a burnout syndrome?
Night shifts are no reason for you to fall into depression.
You don’t have to deprecate other colleagues to make a name for yourself.
Gossip is not part of your leisure activity and you know how to spell the word “respect”,
regardless of the person your are dealing with, be it the cleaning lady, the guest,
the postman or the management…
To sum it up, you are a just a lovable being with a normal intelligence quotient
who likes to work in the hospitality industry which is, to be honest, sometimes a tough affair.
Then the job is yours!
Please sent us your full CV with a picture to
hr@grandhousealgarve.com
Spontaneous applications are also welcome.

Ain`t life Grand?

